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The purpose of this organization is to develop, promote the proper breeding,
humane treatment, and care of birds of all kinds and varieties. To reproduce, exchange,
publish and distribute information on aviculture which will tend to increase the knowledge
of its members. To cooperate with other organizations and governmental agencies toward
the establishment of practices for improved breeding, handling and treatment of all birds.

2013

2013 Club Officers

Dates of Bird
Club
Meetings:







July 21
August 18
September 15
October 26**
November 17
December 15

**CCCBC 60th
Annual Bird Show &
Mart on Saturday– no
meeting!

CCCBC
MINI BIRD
MART
AUGUST 18th
Open to the public
CCCBC members will
Be selling some of
their stock!

President’s Message
Hello Friends! Hope you all made it through that hideous heat
wave unscathed…We were out of town for most of it; unfortunately, during the very hottest time, we were in Las Vegas and
traveled through Death Valley…..wow, it was HOT! While we
were gone, the babies that we had put outside required constant
attention with bath tubs and misters. My sister took this responsibility very seriously and went out to the flight cages every couple
of hours. We lost two babies to the heat, but other than that they
all survived. I’m anxious to hear suggestions from members
about how to help your outside birds make it through this extreme
heat.
We had another unwelcome visitor while we were gone…a King
snake got into one of the cages and made a meal of one of our
best breeder canaries…another very gruesome discovery for my
poor sister!
I understand that the party at Leo and Esther Gomez home was a
blast! We owe them and other members that host us a huge thank
you!
We are guaranteeing that all attendees will learn something at the
July meeting and your board is working hard to put on another
Mini Bird Mart at the August meeting. Details to follow.
Our big annual event is coming up. If you can, please consider
sponsoring one of the Type Canary Sections. These sponsorships are crucial to the financial wellbeing of the show. Or consider volunteering as a steward or secretary. All volunteers will
receive an award this year.
See you at the meeting July 21st! …..Jane

Meetings are held at:
Stanislaus County
Agricultural Center
3800 Cornucopia Way
Modesto, CA 95358

(corner of Crows Landing
& E. Service Road)

President: Jane Perez
1st VP: Sherry Fisher
2nd VP: Julie Faria
Secretary: Darrell Brewer
Treasurer: Sharon Byrne
Newsletter: Terry Ryan
Webmaster: Jim Carter
Show Manager: Jane Perez
Mart Manager: Terese Davis

July 21st Meeting

Teas for Beaks
TEAKS!
By
Jason Crean
From Chicago, IL
Please refer to articles in the
CCCBC April 2013 Newsletter!

CCCBC Contacts:
President &
Bird Show Manager
Jane Perez (209) 245-3582
Bird Mart Manager
Terese Davis (209) 869-5066
Newsletter Editor
Terry Ryan (209) 969-9030
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Our July Presentation is by Jason Crean speaking
on Tea 4 Beaks or Teaks! Please refer to our
April 2013 Newsletter in which his articles were
published. He has tea blends for many different
bird troubles! Please join us and hear for yourself
the wonders of tea!

Jason raises Green Aracaris and Mousebirds.
“Green Aracaris in Aviculture” written by Jason is
published in this newsletter. If you have any questions relating to these birds, he’d be happy to answer
them at the presentation.

Thank you
Sherry for a
Bodacious
BBQ!

Thank you Esther & Leo for a
Fabulous Fiesta!

The last two monthly events were OUTSTANDING! One and all seemed to enjoy these
outings. The Hospitality showed by Sherry & family and Esther & Leo were amazing
along with the food! I can’t imagine anyone having left hungry. Our sincere thanks!
Due to the absence of Jane Perez at the Fiesta, we felt there was no need for a meeting. Therefore there are no minutes! Sharon had printouts of the Treasury for anyone who wanted them.

Thank you Show Sponsors!
JoAnn Baker-Lipochrome Colorbred Division
SCVCEBC– Cockatiel Division
Amador Bird Club-Junior Division

Naomi Cisper-Type 1 Division
Grace Graham-Norwich section
CCCBC Bird Mart-Kitchen Canary
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by Jason Crean

I have long been amazed with the toucan species and the related taxa for many years and
have found the green aracari (pronounced ‘ah-rah-sorry’) to be a wonderful specimen in so
many ways: its relatively quiet demeanor, its playful attitude, and its fearlessness in most
household situations. Keeping them as pets, which I frequently use in education programs,
has motivated more people to consider obtaining them. Maintaining an individual aracari is not
difficult as they eat a simple fruit mixture along with some low-iron pellets. Breeding has proven to be a challenge as they have some requirements that may be difficult to satisfy. I will
detail my personal experience in this article including the feeding regimen, breeding requirements, and basic breeding
and husbandry tips that have worked for us after working with other breeders and avian veterinarians.

Pteroglossus viridis is the smallest species in Family Ramphastidae, with the birds in my collection averaging around
130g each. In the wild, they occupy a range in the Northern part of South America that includes Brazil, Guyana and
other nearby areas that contain tropical forests. They can be gregarious, living in small groups outside of the breeding
season. Green aracari consume mainly fruit though protein intake in the form of insects and small vertebrates can increase during breeding season. Like most frugivores, they fill an important niche in their natural habitat by spreading
seeds in their droppings after quickly digesting the various fruits they devour daily. It is unclear just how many different fruit trees are frequented by these birds but, with the diversity in these tropical forests, you can be sure the number is vast. It is also thought that these birds, like many arboreal primates, utilize a water source in the trees and not
on the ground. Water is collected in the hollow notches in trees where groups of organic compounds seep into the water from the fallen leaves, tree bark and other plant components. These compounds, mainly tannins, have been found
to bind to dietary iron, disabling excess storage in the liver which causes hemochromatosis, a disorder to which Ramphastids, as well as mynahs and other species, seem to possess a predisposition.

Diet
In my dietary preparation, I include everything that I can obtain and safely offer. Living in the Midwest, the diversity of
fruit available through the winter is small so adaptations must be made. We offer some fruits as a staple, using mostly
organic fruits that have been thoroughly washed. We avoid citrus fruits as they are high in ascorbic acid (Vitamin C)
which increases the uptake of iron. Our diet includes:
Cantaloupe, organic when available and soaked in cleanser
Honeydew, organic when available and washed
Papaya, washed
Apples, organic and washed
Pears, organic and washed
Blueberries, US Domestic only and soaked in cleanser
Grapes, same as blueberries and avoid Chilean imports due to dangerous
fungicides used
Sweet potato, organic, peeled and steamed
Squash varieties, organic and steamed
Plums, organic when available and soaked in cleanser
Nectarines, organic when available and soaked in cleanser
Peaches, organic when available and soaked in cleanser
Guava, soaked in cleanser and washed
Carrots, washed and steamed or defrosted when frozen
Figs, soaked in cleanser when in season
Banana, organic but fed separately and not mixed with other fruits
Others including other berries and some fleshy fruits
Some fruits like blueberries are frozen when they are abundant and stored until winter when domestic produce is largely unavailable. In addition to the fruit above, greens are added twice weekly for enrichment purposes and increased
for calcium absorption during egglaying and chick rearing. We also sprinkle decaffeinated black tea every other day
over the fruit mixture as well as some organic dried oregano which has anti-fungal properties and seems to keep the
fruit mixture fresh longer. We also add tea leaves to the drinking water and a drop of grapefruit seed extract (GSE)
which also seems to have some anti-fungal and anti-microbial properties; we have yet to encounter a single case of
Candida in any of our birds to date and attribute this to these dietary supplements. I also add low-iron pellets to the
diet. There are a few brands of low-iron pellets available to the public but I do provide a low percentage of these as a
part of the whole diet, usually less than 20%. We have also added coconut oil to the diet and have found plumage to
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The difference between pet diets and breeding diets is subtle yet important. I have found that some birds like certain
embellishments when feeding chicks that I do not offer to pet birds. Defrosted peas are a favorite of some breeding
individuals and some like live food. Because my aviary is considered to be “indoors,” insects are not freely available to
my birds as they would be in an outdoor environment. Some of the birds like crickets where others expand their
tastes to mealworms and waxworms. I have also tried an organic dry dog kibble that I soak overnight in the tea and,
though they did feed it to their chicks, it did not seem necessary so it was discontinued. I do not mean to say that
livefood is mandatory for feeding chicks, as there have been clutches which have been successfully reared without it,
but it does seem to provide a form of enrichment that encourages chick feeding. I feed pairs that are rearing chicks
twice daily instead of the usual one feeding per day. I also increase the supply of leafy greens when feeding chicks as
they usually prefer to feed these first before any other item.
Housing
We have designed housing for our breeding pairs in a carefully designed four-season building. Light quality is key for
this species so we designed a facility that has screened windows around the perimeter and skylights to provide a great
deal of natural light as well as fluorescent tubes to increase the photoperiod at certain times of year. The “aviarium,”
as we call it, has more of a passive ventilation system and no forced air. A solar-powered attic fan pulls air from the
room during the day and warm air is trapped at night. The room is on a heated concrete foundation which radiates
heat from below without drying out the aviary. A trench drain that reaches from one end to the other allows all fecal
material and discarded food to be flushed simply and quickly. The walls are made of fiberglass reinforced panels
(FRP) which are extremely durable and easy to clean. This paneling is also white and brightens the room even more
due to the reflected light. Live plants are kept outside of each aracari flight but are plentiful around the outskirts, especially passion flower (Passiflora) vines which winds its way around the flights and grows easily in pots.
Each flight is approximately eight feet tall and eight feet long with a width of four feet. Most perches are brushed
manzanita and grapevine trees that hang from the top of each flight, keeping the floor clear. All dishes are accessible
from the outside of the flight to avoid aggression from nest-protective birds. Hand-reared birds make fine parents but
are not afraid of humans like parent-reared birds so caution should be taken. Misters have been placed on each flight
but are only used when temperatures are high during the summer. Aracari love to bathe and enjoy the mist as well as
bathing in their large water bowls.
Breeding
Though our birds will breed year-round, we usually notice the males feeding the hens when courtship begins and will
make a purring noise while offering food. They will also begin to tidy up their nest log by excavating layers to provide
a somewhat bare surface. We mount four-foot long palm logs that are hollowed with an entrance hole about 8-10
inches from the top and are placed elevated so the entrance is as high as possible. We drill another hole into the bottom side where we place a PVC access port that we can simply unscrew to remove chicks. At the top of the log, in a
hard plastic lid, we place a wireless camera to monitor hatching and chick progress. These cameras have “night vision” which gives us a very clear picture, day or night, of the eggs and chicks, as well as the frequency of hens incubating and feeding chicks.
Our pairs, without fail, lay 3-4 white eggs in a clutch over a few days. From our direct observations via our cameras,
the hens sit fairly tight from the beginning with slightly less frequency closer to hatching. The male will typically sit
just inside the nest entrance, clinging to the side through the night or will sit at the bottom along side the hen. We
have also watched them take a hearty drink and then fly directly into the nest where they appear to be tucking some
of this moisture beneath the eggs. After about sixteen days, the eggs begin to hatch in the order and frequency in
which they were laid. As we have noticed, the chicks pip through the egg and as they emerge, the pair consumes the
shell almost immediately. Typically, however, pairs usually do not raise all chicks from the clutch.
We have a unique opportunity in our aviary as we have a pair who successfully fosters. We provide wooden eggs similar in size to the natural eggs in the nest for three to five days and monitor the pairs to be sure they begin incubating.
We then take two of the four eggs from the laying pair and switch them out with the fake eggs just before dusk. This
pair has raised a number of offspring and has been more successful in chick rearing than the source pairs. All pairs
raise chicks until they are two weeks old when we pull them for handrearing.
For the first few days, we usually offer some live food to increase chick survival. The pairs carry food, sometimes
piece by piece, to feed to the chicks. We have seen that they will feed a host of foods to their chicks, including shreds
of plants that they apparently can reach outside of the flight and consume! We know this as the chicks’ feces reveal
their last meal or two before they were pulled from the nest. As the chicks grow, they hold their heads up, wobbling
back and forth while begging for food. The youngsters are pink and completely blind. Their beak is quite short and
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heads are flattened; these take shape as the chicks grow over the first couple of weeks. No down feathers emerge; only full feather shafts make their way out of the skin which looks rather uncomfortable!
Handrearing & Pet Quality Birds
Handrearing is a time-consuming process. Since these birds do not have a crop that can be filled, one must note the
amount of food intake needed to maintain healthy chick weight. We usually offer 1cc of formula per 10g of body weight
though younger chicks may take more and older chicks may take less. This seems to enable chicks to put on a few
grams of weight per day. The formula consists of 50% neonate chick formula and 50% organic baby food that consists
of blueberry, banana and/or apple. Within the first twenty-four hours, chicks will readily consume handfeedings every
1.5 to 2 hours from morning until night, usually sleeping 6-8 hours without the need of a feeding.
We offer 1-2cc of food at a time until the mass of food can be seen traveling down the esophagus on the right side of
the neck. We also add one drop of GSE every other feeding to preserve good gut flora and prevent infections like Candida. We also soak our syringes in a solution of GSE and use it to clean the beaks of our messy eaters. Chicks are kept
in a brooder set at 90 degrees when pulled from the nest and is gradually lowered as they feather out. We also keep a
soaked sponge in the brooder to retain a good humidity level.
When chicks start perching and manipulating objects with their beaks, we offer soaked pellets and diced fruit. They will
play with their food for some time before actually learning to throw it back and swallowing it but, with a beak of this
size, the learning curve is clearly understandable! Over a couple of weeks, they learn to eat on their own, decrease
their formula intake, and fully wean between eight and ten weeks of age. At this time, their weight can decrease greatly
and then, once fully eating the adult diet, their weight will bounce back up.
It should be noted that handraised birds make suitable breeders and, in our experience, have been more successful than
their parent-raised counterparts. All of our pairs consist of one handraised bird and one parent-raised bird and all have
now been successful at raising chicks. We have had requests for parent-raised birds because some believe they make
better breeders but we have not found this to be true in our program. These handraised birds are not afraid of people
and are, therefore, can be more aggressive towards us, especially during breeding season.
We have thoroughly enjoyed our success in breeding this species and look forward to sharing this love with others further. We talk with people who have received handfed birds from us and the positive response has been outstanding.
They have discovered the special qualities mentioned above in their own birds that have become part of their families.
Keeping this species in aviculture is a necessity and hopefully more aviculturists will take on the challenge of breeding
this rewarding species.

Author Biography

Jason Crean holds both a Bachelor’s and a Master’s degree in Biology, a Master's Degree in Education,
and a graduate certificate in Zoo & Aquarium Science. In addition to teaching biology and animal science
at the high school and university level, he aids in research and service work in the Genetics Lab at Chicago’s Brookfield Zoo where he also teaches graduate courses in their Education Department. He also acts
as an avian consultant to zoos and other institutions in the care, breeding, and propagation of avian species. He is the President of the Avicultural Society of Chicagoland and on the Boards of the American
Federation of Aviculture and National Finch and Softbill Society. He is a breeder of softbills, specializing
in aracaris and mousebirds.
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Members Personal Ads

Ricky (209) 648-8682

Phil Molica
(209) 463-7989
Tony Fiumerodo
11 Dorrit Court
Newbury Park, Ca
91320
(805) 376-0810

WANTED
I am looking for a person
to ride along/share driving
to the National Bird Show
in Tulsa, OK in November
of this year. I will provide
the vehicle and half the
travel expense.
Please contact:
Tony Guiomar
(510) 432-7921
Hayward, CA

Diamond Doves
For Sale

Silver Song West
“Often imitated,
but never duplicated!”

Order line: 1-800-287-4484
Phone
209-388-9018
Fax
209-388-0694
E-mail: silversongwest@aol.com
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July 21-Modesto, CA-CCCBC guest speaker Jason Crean “Tea for Beaks” 1:00PM
Board/Show meeting 11:00am! Stanislaus County Agricultural Center



Aug. 18, Modesto, CA-CCCBC Mini Bird Mart! 1:00-3:00pm Open to the public, $2 entry
fee children free, Members $5 per table. There will be a Raffle and Silent auction! Stanislaus Center Agricultural Center



Aug. 25, Roseville, CA-Foothill Bird Fanciers Annual Bird Mart Placer County Fairgrounds, 800 All
American Blvd, Roseville, CA 95678 at Jones Hall, 9am-3pm. For more info call 916-409-9276, 530-823-1677, 916-991-7421
or see website www.foothillbirdfanciers.com



Sept. 7, Sonora, CA-Gold Country Aviculture Society Exotic Animals & Bird Show



Sept. 8, Pleasanton, CA– Pleasanton Exotic Bird Mart



Sept 13, Plymouth, CA-Amador Bird Club Semi-Annual Raffle 7:30pm



Oct. 26, CCCBC 60th Annual Bird Show & Bird Mart, MRPS Hall, 133 N Grant St. Manteca, CA
95336-For Information contact Bird Show Manager Jane Perez (209) 245-3582 or Bird Mart Manager Terese Davis (209) 869-5066 see also website www.mycccbc.org

2013 Canaries
for Sale!
$30 and up!
Art Pacheco (209) 825-1979
Breeder & Exhibitor

Round Table Clothes For Sale $3
If you would like to purchase
One of the round table clothes
We’ve used at our meetings,
Please contact
Terese (209) 247-3206

Hard Cooked Eggs are summertime snacks.
Make them fun by coloring them naturally—
red cabbage makes them pale blue; beets color
them violet; yellow onion skins for orangy color; turmeric powder for yellow; and use red
onion skins for a russet color. Makes them fun
to eat!
Article from The Gold Country Times

Darrell Brewer
“Breeder of
Champion canaries
Since 1976”

(510) 527-1788

Gloster
Lizard
Yorkshire
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